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Interactions among different brain regions are usually examined through functional connectivity (FC) analysis, which is exclusively
based onmeasuring pairwise correlations in activities.However, interactions beyond the pairwise level, that is, higher-order interactions
(HOIs), are vital in understanding the behavior of many complex systems. So far, whether HOIs exist among brain regions and how they
can affect the brain’s activities remains largely elusive. To address these issues, here, we analyzed blood oxygenation level-dependent
(BOLD) signals recorded from six typicalmacroscopic functional networks of the brain in 100 human subjects (46males and 54 females)
during the resting state. Through examining the binarized BOLD signals, we found thatHOIswithin and across individual networkswere
both very weak regardless of the network size, topology, degree of spatial proximity, spatial scales, and whether the global signal was
regressed. To investigate the potential mechanisms underlying the weak HOIs, we analyzed the dynamics of a network model and also
found that HOIs were generally weak within a wide range of key parameters provided that the overall dynamic feature of the model was
similar to the empirical data and it was operating close to a linear fluctuation regime. Our results suggest that weakHOImay be a general
property of brain’smacroscopic functional networks, which implies the dominance of pairwise interactions in shaping brain activities at
such a scale and warrants the validity of widely used pairwise-based FC approaches.
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Introduction
By using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), com-
plex neuronal dynamics have been observed even when a subject
is not engaged in specific tasks, reflecting that different brain
areas interact with each other in the resting state (Biswal et al.,
1995; Raichle et al., 2001; Greicius et al., 2003; Greicius et al.,
2004; Beckmann et al., 2005; Fox et al., 2005; Fox and Raichle,
2007). During the past two decades, the most widely used method
for studying these interactions is the analysis of functional con-
nectivity (FC), which is defined as a pairwise correlation in BOLD
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Significance Statement
To explain how activities of different brain areas are coordinated through interactions is essential to revealing the mechanisms
underlying various brain functions. Traditionally, such an interaction structure is commonly studied using pairwise-based func-
tional network analyses. It is unclear whether the interactions beyond the pairwise level (higher-order interactions or HOIs) play
any role in this process. Here, we show that HOIs are generally weak in macroscopic brain networks. We also suggest a possible
dynamical mechanism that may underlie this phenomenon. These results provide plausible explanation for the effectiveness of
widely used pairwise-based approaches in analyzing brain networks. More importantly, it reveals a previously unknown, simple
organization of the brain’s macroscopic functional systems.
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activities observed from two spatially separated brain areas
(Biswal et al., 1995; Greicius et al., 2003; Bullmore and Sporns,
2009). Based on FC, many functional systems of the brain, in-
cluding the default mode network (DMN; Raichle et al., 2001;
Greicius et al., 2003; Buckner et al., 2008) and the frontoparietal
network (FPN; Daffner et al., 2003; Dosenbach et al., 2008; Zanto
and Gazzaley, 2013), have been identified and studied intensively,
providing important insights into the organization of macro-
scopic neuronal interactions in both normal and pathological
conditions (Greicius et al., 2004; Greicius et al., 2007; Bullmore
and Sporns, 2009; Brier et al., 2012). However, for a network with
more than two nodes, there could be interactions among triplets,
quadruplets, etc., of nodes termed higher-order interactions
(HOIs). These HOIs can play important role for information
processing [e.g., exclusive-OR (XOR) function] and cannot be
revealed by pairwise-based analysis (Schneidman et al., 2003;
Schneidman et al., 2006; Ganmor et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2011).
Indeed, HOIs have been observed in a number of complex sys-
tems (Ohiorhenuan et al., 2010; Ganmor et al., 2011; Ohior-
henuan and Victor, 2011; Shemesh et al., 2013). More
importantly, it has been reported that neuronal interactions at
the mesoscopic level, reflected by spiking activities, exhibit sig-
nificant HOIs (Ohiorhenuan et al., 2010; Ganmor et al., 2011).
These results suggest the possibility that HOIs may also exist at
the macroscopic level and may even play a role in orchestrating
interactions among different brain areas. Nevertheless, so far, the
HOIs among macroscopic brain networks remain largely
unknown.
It is known that HOIs in a network are determined by a num-
ber of factors, including the system’s intrinsic organization (e.g.,
whether it contains operation such as XOR) and other confound-
ing influences such as the size (Roudi et al., 2009), topology, and
node composition (Schneidman et al., 2006), as well as the inputs
that drive the system (Ganmor et al., 2011; Macke et al., 2011). A
recent study has claimed that pairwise interactions are good
enough in characterizing the activities of two functional net-
works, the FPN and the DMN, under a specific condition: with
the global signal (GS) regressed (Watanabe et al., 2013). How-
ever, many important questions remain. First, we do not know
how these results can be extended to cover other functional sys-
tems under various conditions; for example, different network
sizes, observation scales, spatial relations among nodes, and lack
of GS regression (noGSR). Second, what are the dynamical mech-
anisms that may explain the HOI structures that can be observed
from the empirical data? Answering these questions will provide
important information regarding the organization of neuronal
interactions at the macroscopic level. In the present study, we
combine comprehensive HOI analysis based on both fMRI data
recorded during the resting state and the simulation of a dynamic
network model under various conditions to address these issues.
Materials andMethods
Dataset and preprocessing
The resting state fMRI (rs-fMRI) data analyzed here came from all 100
subjects (46 males and 54 females) of the Human Connectome Project
(HCP) Q3 public data release (http://www.humanconnectome.org/
data). During the resting-state scan, subjects underwent passive fixation
in two separate sessions. In the two-fold cross-validation analyses, we
separated the whole dataset into two halves, each one containing the data
of one session from all subjects. Parameters for the resting data were as
follows: TR  720 ms, TE  33.1 ms, FA  52°, 2  2  2 mm voxels,
FOV 208 180 mm, and 72 oblique axial slices (Feinberg et al., 2010;
Moeller et al., 2010; Setsompop et al., 2012; Van Essen et al., 2012). Each
session contained 1200 time points for a total of 14.4 min. In total,
228,000 frames (approximately 46 h) of rs-fMRI data were used, with the
first 60 frames of each scanning discarded.
The released fMRI data went through initial preprocessing by the HCP
(Glasser et al., 2013). The detailed processing step adopted by HCP in-
cluded: (1) gradient distortion correction, (2) motion correction, (3)
distortion correction, (4) registration to the structural scan, (5) spline
resampling to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 2  2  2 mm 3
space using the FSL software package (Jenkinson et al., 2002; Smith et al.,
2004), and (6) intensity normalization to mean of 10,000 and bias field
correction. We added the following preprocessing steps for our analysis:
(1) band-pass filtering the time-series (0.01 Hz  f  0.1 Hz); (2) cen-
soring motion related frames with framewise displacement 0.2 mm
(Ciric et al., 2017), performed in the analysis comparing the effect of
different methods of motion artifacts rejection; and (3) regressing nui-
sance signals of 36 regressors described previously (Ciric et al., 2017). The
regressors included tissue mean signal T (white matter mean signal, ce-
rebrospinal fluid mean signal, global mean signal) and six head motion
sequences R, their ([T, R]) derivatives, quadratic terms, and squares of
derivatives. To examine the effect of global signal on higher-order inter-
action, we preprocessed the data separately with and without regressing
the global mean signal (GSR vs noGSR). For the pipeline of noGSR, the
four components of the GS were dropped (global mean, first derivatives
of global mean, square of global mean, and square of the first derivatives).
We extracted mean region-of-interest (ROI) signals of six typical func-
tional networks from all the brain regions (50 ROIs), which included the
FPN (11 ROIs), the DMN (12 ROIs), the dorsal attention network (DAN,
8 ROIs), the executive control network (CON, 5 ROIs), the salience
network (SAL, 7 ROIs), and the sensory-motor network (SMN, 7 ROIs).
We defined each ROI by using a sphere with radius of 2, 5, and 10 mm,
centering at the peak coordinate chosen based on previous studies (Brier
et al., 2012; Watanabe et al., 2013; Zhan et al., 2016). All ROIs were
masked by a gray matter probability map thresholded at 10% provided
by the SPM12 software package (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
software/spm12/), with corresponding peak coordinates listed in Table 1.
To estimate HOIs in finer scale and spatial closer networks comparing
with the 6 typical networks, we constructed 9-node networks, with all of
their nodes (2 mm radius ROI for each one) completely contained within
individual 10-mm-radius ROIs of 6 typical functional networks. For such
networks, their nodes were centered at 8 vertices and geometric center of
a 52  52  10 mm 3 cuboid that shared the same center with the
10-mm-radius ROI. In total, due to the constraint of the gray matter
mask, 23 such finer-scale networks out of all 50 10-mm-radius ROIs
could be constructed.
Data analysis
Outline of network analysis. To reduce the dimensionality of the fMRI
data to analyze HOIs properly, we dichotomized the continuous signals
into binary time series. Specifically, we converted the continuous BOLD
signals into discrete, binary time series of activity patterns by using dif-
ferent thresholds and different time bins (threshold ranges from 0.25 to 2
times the SD for individual ROIs; time bin width equals 1, 2, 4, 6, and 12
times of TR). The empirical pattern probability distribution was fitted
with an independent model (Schneidman et al., 2006), a pairwise model
(the Ising model; Schneidman et al., 2006; Tang et al., 2008; Yu et al.,
2008), and a model with thresholding-induced HOIs [Macke et al., 2009;
Yu et al., 2011; the dichotomized Gaussian (DG) model]. The strengths
of different-order interactions were estimated directly from the distribu-
tion of experimental data and corresponding Ising and DG models (Yu et
al., 2011). The fitting accuracy was quantified by Jensen–Shannon (JS)
divergence DJS (Schneidman et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2011; see below for
details).
Three interaction models used in the present study. The independent
model (Schneidman et al., 2006) is a maximal entropy model contain-
ing no interactions. Its pattern probability distribution is given by
P1, 2, . . ., n 
1
Z
expi hii where 1, 2, . . ., n denotes the
state pattern of a network. The state variable i is the binary state (1 or
	1) of the region i. The intrinsic preference hi is the parameter repre-
senting the likelihood of individual nodes to be active, which is deter-
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mined by the empirically observed activity rate  i . The partition
function Z is a normalization factor.
The theoretical basis for understanding interaction structure in neural
networks is information geometry, in which the complex interactions are
decomposed into different orders (Nakahara and Amari, 2002). The
second-order interactions were studied using the Ising model (Sch-
neidman et al., 2006; Tang et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2008), which is a maximal
entropy model containing pairwise interactions only and its expression is
P1, 2, . . ., n 
1
Z
expi hii  ij Jijij. The intrinsic pref-
erence hi is the strength of the external field and the exchange interaction
Jij is the strength of the second-order interaction between the regions i and j.
The value of both hi and Jij were determined by the observed activity
rate i and pairwise correlation ij, respectively.
The DG model (Macke et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2011) is a two-layer model
containing a bottom layer of continuous, multivariate Gaussian variables
u and the top layer obtained by converting these Gaussian variables into
binary variables by thresholding (i.e., dichotomization). The state vari-
able u  u1, u2, . . ., un N(, ) where n is the dimensionality and
N(, ) is a standard multivariate Gaussian distribution with the mean
of  and the covariance of . To make the binary variables fit the mean
r and covariance  of the experimentally observed data, the choice of
i and ij need to satisfy the relationship of i  

	1(ri) and ij 

2i, j, ij  
1i
1j, respectively. The functions of	1 and	2
are the cumulative probability of one- and two-dimensional standard
Gaussian distribution, respectively, and 		1 is the inverse function of
	1. We applied the algorithm in Macke et al., 2009 to obtain the parame-
ters  and  in the multivariate Gaussian distribution. Based on the distri-
bution, the pattern probabilities P1, 2, . . ., n were calculated by
integrating the multivariate Gaussian distribution from 	 to the thresh-
olding value or from the thresholding value to.
Calculating strengths of different order interactions.Strengths of different order
interactions can be measured by the method used previously (Ganmor et al.,
2011) when the pattern probability distribution P1,2, . . .,n was known.
Generally, the probability can be calculated as follows: P(1 , 2 , . . ., n)
1
Z
exp(i 
i ii j ij i ji j k ijk i j k . . .) where
,,
and  are strengths of the first-, second-, and third-order interactions
(3OIs), respectively. Specifically, 
1  log P100. . .  log Z
where P100. . . is the probability of the pattern in which
the first node is active while all other nodes are quiescent, and
Z  1/P000. . .; 12  log P1100. . .  log Z  i12 
i; and
123  log P11100. . .  log Z  i13 
i  12  13  23.
Time bin and thresholding methods for analyzing empirical data.Differ-
ent time bins (1, 2, 4, 6, and 12 times of TR) were used here to analyze the
empirical data. In all presented results for the empirical data, the time bin
was chosen to equal one time of TR. For cases with larger time bins, two
methods were used to determinate the value for individual bins: the
peak-value method and the mean-value method (the maximum value or
the mean value among the data within a given time bin). Three different
thresholding methods were tested here: (1) the absolute value method,
which uses a predefined value as the threshold; (2) the global method,
which uses the SD of all ROIs in a network to calculate the threshold; and
(3) the scaled method, which uses the SD for individual ROIs to calculate
the threshold. For the global and scaled methods, the threshold used
was the summation of the mean and certain times of SD, as defined
above. The global method was applied for all results of the empirical data
shown here. Similar results can be obtained for the different time bin and
thresholding methods (e.g., see Fig. 5C,D for the results obtained using
the peak-value and mean-value thresholding methods). We note that the
results presented in the main text were based on positive thresholding,
that is,the dataset of positive deflections in the BOLD signals. The results
based on various levels of negative thresholds were the same as that of
positive thresholds.
Quantification ofmodel performance.To measure the accuracy of mod-
els’ prediction to empirically observed pattern probabilities, we used the
JS divergence (Schneidman et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2011). The JS divergence
between probability distributions P and Q is defined by DJS(P, Q) 0.5
DKLPM  0.5  DKL(QM), whereM  P  Q/2 andDKL is the
Kullback–Leibler divergence, defined as DKL(PQ)  ipi log pi/qi.
We note that the JS divergence can quantify the distance between two
distributions in a statistical sense, but it cannot address the functional
implication of such distance. To quantify the improvement in perfor-
mance of a model over the other, we define the relative accuracy index
(RAI) as DJSmodel1  DJSmodel2  /DJSmodel1, which is adapted from the accuracy
index used previously (Watanabe et al., 2013). In addition, to mea-
sure the higher-order information beyond the model, we quantified
the entropy difference between various models and the empirical
data as Imodel
(H)  Hmodel  Hdata, where H is the entropy calculated by
H   Pi logPi.
Table 1. Coordinates of ROIs of six functional networks analyzed in the present study chosen according to Brier et al., 2012, Watanabe et al., 2013, and Zhan et al., 2016
FPN DMN DAN
Region MNI coordinates Region MNI coordinates Region MNI coordinates
Left DLPFC 	48, 21, 38 Anterior medial PFC 1, 55, 26 Left FEF 	29,	5, 55
Right DLPFC 43, 21, 38 Ventromedial PFC 	3, 40, 0 Right FEF 31,	5, 54
Left MFG 	41, 1, 39 Left SFG 	14, 36, 59 Left posterior IPS 	26,	65, 52
Right MFG 41, 1, 39 Right SFG 17, 35, 58 Right posterior IPS 28,	65, 51
Middle CC 0,	31, 31 Left ITG 	62,	33,	20 Left anterior IPS 	45,	37, 48
Left IPL 	52,	54, 36 Right ITG 66,	17,	19 Right anterior IPS 43,	36, 46
Right IPL 52,	51, 43 Left PHG 	22,	26,	21 Left MT 	52,	66,	4
Left IPS 	31,	63, 42 Right PHG 25,	26,	18 Right MT 55,	62,	7
Right IPS 30,	65, 39 PCC 	2,	29, 39
Left precuneus 	9,	76, 39 Left lateral parietal 	47,	71, 35
Right precuneus 10,	73, 39 Right lateral parietal 54,	61, 36
Posterior cingulate 3,	53, 6
CON SAL SMN
Region MNI coordinates Region MNI coordinates Region MNI coordinates
Dorsal mPFC 1, 30, 44 Right pregenual ACC 12, 32, 30 Left motor cortex 	40,	23, 53
Left anterior PFC 	45, 50,	5 Left pregenual ACC 	13, 34, 16 Right motor cortex 41,	22, 48
Right anterior PFC 46, 51,	7 Right ventral ACC 10, 34,	6 Supplemental motor area 1,	18, 49
Left superior parietal 	51,	50, 49 Left putamen 	19, 3, 9 Left primary visual 	8,	83, 0
Right superior parietal 53,	49, 47 Right putamen 25.5, 18, 8 Right primary visual 7,	83, 0
Left insula 	42, 6, 4 Left primary auditory 	64,	28, 13
Right insula 43, 7, 2 Right primary auditory 62,	24, 13
MNI, Montreal Neurologic Institute; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; MFG,middle frontal gyrus; CC, cingulate cortex; IPL, inferior parietal lobe; IPS, inferior parietal sulcus; PFC, prefrontal cortex; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; ITG, inferior
temporal gyrus; PHG, parahippocampal gyrus; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; RSN, resting-state network; FEF, front eye field; MT, middle temporal lobe; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex.
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To determine whether a parametric model can provide accurate
enough prediction for the data, we used a two-fold cross-validation
method. The original dataset was separated into two equally sized sets.
The Ising and the DG model fitted to the first set were used to predict the
probabilities for the second set. Their prediction performance was com-
pared with the “Exp” method, which uses the observed pattern probabil-
ities of the first set to predict directly that of the second one. Previous
study has shown that the performance of Exp method was highly sensi-
tive to the amount of training data (Yu et al., 2011), so the two-fold
cross-validation, which can provide the largest possible training dataset
compared with other cross-validation methods, was used here to test the
performance of the Ising and DG models in a more stringent way.
Examining statistical significance. To determine whether the improve-
ments of the DG model over the Ising and the Exp models in approxi-
mating both the activities of all six functional networks and internetwork
activities were statistically significant, we separated the entire dataset
randomly into two halves to perform the two-fold cross-validation test
100 times and, in each time, the performance of the three methods (Ising,
DG, and Exp) was quantified byDJS, providing the distributions to assess
the mean and variability of their performance. Statistical significance was
then examined using the permutation test (Nichols and Holmes, 2002).
Specifically, DJS of any two methods in all 100 times of two-fold cross-
validation was first pooled together and then permuted and resampled
(without replacement) 10,000 times, providing the permutation distri-
bution of difference inDJS under the null hypothesis that the two models’
performance was the same. This null hypothesis was rejected only if the
actual difference between the mean DJS of these two models (averaged
across 100 times of two-fold cross-validation) was larger than 95% of the
cases in the permutation distribution. In addition, conventional statisti-
cal tests were conducted when enough independent samples could be
obtained in two-fold cross-validations, such as in the cases for three-
node subnetworks, finer-scale and spatially close networks, and 10-node
networks with nodes randomly chosen from all 50 ROIs. In those cases,
to examine the statistical significance, we applied the Kruskal–Wallis test,
followed by the Mann–Whitney U test for post hoc analysis when it was
appropriate. The significance level was set to be p  0.05 for both the
Kruskal–Wallis and Mann–Whitney U tests.
Method for estimating the significant HOIs on subnetwork state proba-
bilities. To estimate whether empirically observed 3OIs of specific sub-
networks were significantly different from the DG model’s prediction, we
used the corresponding DG model to generate 1000 synthetic datasets,
each with the same sample size of the experimental data. An empirically
observed 3OI was considered significant if its value was outside the 95%
confidence interval of 3OIs calculated from this synthetic dataset.
Data generated by three-neuron interactionmodel.The data in Figure 1,
B and C, were generated according to the probability distribution P as
follows:
P1, 2, . . ., n 
1
Z
expi 
i i ij ij i j
ijk ijk i j k (1)
The strengths of the second- and third-order interactions in the system
were changed by adjusting the parametersij and ijk, respectively. Mean
correlation observed in the system was calculated by averaging Pearson
correlation coefficients (PCCs) of all pairs of nodes.
Network model for generating simulated BOLD signals
Overview of the network model. The network model consists of a number
of “brain regions.” Each “region” is a collection of interacting neurons,
with 80% excitatory and 20% inhibitory ones (Abeles, 1991; Brunel and
Wang, 2001; Wang, 2002; Braitenberg and Schu¨z, 2013; Deco et al.,
2014). The long-range connections between different regions were set
according to the predefined connections and were exclusively excitatory.
Within each region, neuronal activities were affected by the balance be-
tween the excitation and the inhibition, which was approximated by a
slow-variable dominant dynamical equation using the mean-field
method (Wong and Wang, 2006; Deco et al., 2013). In this system, the
most important parameter that can influence the whole network’s behav-
ior is the strength of the long-range connections bridging different areas.
For the sake of simplicity, we assumed the same strength for all interareal
connections (termed global coupling). To simulate the fMRI signals, we
then used the Balloon–Windkessel hemodynamic model that converts
the fast neuronal dynamics unfolding at the neural network level to
slower BOLD signals (Friston et al., 2003; Deco et al., 2013).
Mean-field neural networks. In mean-field neural networks, the dy-
namics of each node, or brain region, could be described by the following
nonlinear stochastic differential equations (Wong and Wang, 2006; Deco
et al., 2013):
dSit
dt
 
Sit
s
 1  SitH zi  it (2)
H zi  
azit  b
1  exp dazit b
(3)
zit  wJSit  GJj Cij Sjt  ij  I0 (4)
where Sit, Hxi, and zit denote the average synaptic activity variable
(the gating variable), the mean firing rate and the total inputs for the local
region i, respectively. The connection matrixC represents the underlying
structure of the network, withCij 1 if there is a connection from region
j to I and Cij 0 otherwise. The global coupling strength G controls the
interarea interactions. The local coupling strength w contains the effects
of both excitation and inhibition within individual areas. The transmis-
sion delay ij represents the time needed for activities traveling be-
tween areas i and j. The external input to the model, it, has two
components: it  comt  1  unitwhere comt and unit
are different standard Gaussian noise, whereas comt is the common
input to all areas and unit is unique for individual areas. The parameter
 controls the ratio of common inputs. Parameters used for the activation
function H were as follows: a  270(VnC)	1, b  108 Hz, and d 
0.154 s. The kinetic parameter  0.641/1000 (the factor 1000 was used
to convert the unit of time from second to millisecond) and the time
constant s 100 ms. The synaptic conductance J 0.2609 nA. The local
coupling strength w was set to 0.85. The background input I0  0.3 nA.
vit denotes the synaptic noise in the region i and it is the standard
Gaussian noise with the amplitude 0.25. The transmission delay ij is
usually set to be zero except for the control analysis, in which it was
randomly chosen from the range of [0, 50] ms.
The Balloon–Windkessel hemodynamic model. The Balloon–Windkes-
sel hemodynamic model was used to translate the simulated neural syn-
aptic signals into BOLD signals (Friston et al., 2003; Deco et al., 2013).
The BOLD signal of a cortical region I was computed by the mean syn-
aptic activity Si (Eq. 2) within this region. In short, for the i
th region, the
synaptic activity Si induces an increase in the vasodilatory signal xi (Eq.5).
The vasodilatory signal xi is also affected by a leakage term (ixi in Eq. 5)
and the feedback from the blood inflow fi, which is in turn proportional
to xi itself (Eq. 6). The change in the blood volume vi is the linear function
of fi and a leakage term (Eq. 7). The deoxyhemoglobin content qi is a
nonlinear function of fi, vi, the resting oxygen extraction fraction  and
itself (Eq. 8).
dxi
dt
 Si  ixi  i fi  1 (5)
dfi
dt
 xi (6)
i
dvi
dt
 fi  vi
1/

(7)
i
dqi
dt

fi

	 1  1  1fi
  qi vi1
	1 (8)
Finally, the BOLD signal was calculated by the following:
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BOLDi  V0	k11  qi  k21  qivi  k31  vi
 (9)
whereV0 0.02, k1 7, k2 2, and k3 2	 0.2. The parameters used
in the present study were set according to a previous study (Friston et al.,
2003). It should be noted that, in this model, the BOLD signal of a region
is the function of the synaptic activity within itself and is not affected by
synaptic activities of other regions.
Network simulations with different topological structures. Most of the
simulation results were based on the structure of the FPN, with the
exception of the case in which the cluster coefficient of networks was
changed. To study the effects of inhibitory connections, we started with
the FPN topology and randomly changed the directed excitatory connec-
tions to inhibitory ones with increasing probability, thereby gradually
adjusting the ratio of inhibitory connections. To examine the effects of
different cluster coefficients, we started with regular 11-node networks
with mean degree k 4, in which all nodes were arranged in a ring
configuration and individual nodes were connected to two nearest neighbors
from each side. Then, we rewired the directed connections randomly with an
increasing probability (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). For each level of the clus-
ter coefficient examined, six networks were generated.
Down-sampled data. In our simulation, both the synaptic activities and
the BOLD signals were down-sampled with an interval of TRs 240 ms
for the HOI analysis and the total time for each simulation was 60 h.
Similar results were obtained from the data with different time bin
widths; for example: 3, 6, 12, 24, and 36 times TRs, by using the global
thresholding operation based on the peak value in the larger time bins.
Criteria of the network model constrained by the empirical data. To
ensure that the simulation can capture important features of the empir-
ical rs-fMRI signals, two criteria were used: (1) the distribution of the
BOLD signal amplitude should be unimodal and nearly symmetric; that
is, a Gaussian-like distribution, which was the case for the empirical data;
and (2) the overall level of pairwise correlations observed in simulations
should cover the values exhibited in the empirical data.
Results
We first illustrated how HOIs can be im-
portant in determining a system’s behav-
ior and how they can introduce spurious
pairwise correlations. We then analyzed
the effects of HOIs in recordings of mac-
roscopic brain dynamics based on fMRI
data collected in 100 human subjects
during the resting state. Finally, we con-
structed a two-layer model to simulate the
generation of BOLD signals in distributed
brain networks, examining the possible
mechanisms underlying the behavior of
HOIs that we observed in the empirical
data.
Why are HOIs important?
Let us assume a small network composed
of three nodes and each one could be ei-
ther active or quiescent at a given mo-
ment. In Figure 1A, we depict one of such
system (System 1) having three nodes that
behave independently. In this case, there
were quite a few instances in which three
nodes were all active together by chance,
representing a (trivial) synchronous state
of the network. In another system (System
2), the probability of any nodes to be ac-
tive (the first-order statistics), as well as
the pairwise correlation between all pairs
(the second-order statistics) were exactly
the same as in System 1; that is, the corre-
lations were all zero. Despite having the same first- and second-
order statistics, System 2 exhibited no synchronous activities due
to the injected third-order interaction (equivalent to the XOR
operation) that actively prevented them. This simple example
clearly illustrates that HOIs could be very important in shaping
the systems’ overall behavior and such an influence could escape
our attention completely had the system been examined only at
the pairwise level.
It was not just functionally important interactions such as the
XOR operation in the above example that could be undetected at
the pairwise level, HOIs can also “project” to the pairwise level,
resulting in spurious pairwise correlations. In Figure 1, B and C,
we show the results for two three-node systems, in which we kept
the pairwise interactions stable while the 3OIs were increased
systematically (see Materials and Methods for details). Despite
the unchanged true pairwise interactions, the measured cor-
relations between any two nodes were affected profoundly by
the 3OIs. Importantly, there is no simple way to filter out such
influence because the effects are largely determined by how
active the individual nodes are (Fig. 1B) and how strong the
true pairwise interactions are (Fig. 1C). In a large system com-
posed of many nodes, there are many different HOIs; for ex-
ample, fourth order, fifth order, etc., which can also “project”
their effects to the pairwise level, adding yet another level of
complexity.
In a system with abundant HOIs, the measured pairwise cor-
relations are very difficult to interpret and the functional network
extracted based on such measures should not be considered as
a faithful representation of the true, underlying interaction
structure.
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Figure 1. Illustrating the effects of HOIs on system behavior. A, Activities of 2 3-node systems, with the same active probability
(0.5) for each node and zero pairwise correlation between each pair of nodes. Synchronous active states (marked by red) observed
in System 1 was absent in System 2 due to a specific form of 3OI (XOR). B, Mean correlation of a 3-node system is plotted as a
function of 3OIs in the system,with various active probabilities (color coded), while all second-order interactions (2OIs) were fixed
to be zero.C,Mean correlation of a 3-node system is plotted as a function of 3OIs in the system,with various strengths of 2OIs (color
coded), whereas all active probabilities were fixed to be 0.04.
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HOIs in macroscopic
functional networks
To determine whether HOIs are present
in actual brain dynamics, we analyzed ac-
tivities of six typical brain networks, in-
cluding the FPN (containing 11 ROIs;
Daffner et al., 2003; Watanabe et al., 2013;
Zanto and Gazzaley, 2013), the DMN
(containing 12 ROIs; Raichle et al., 2001;
Greicius et al., 2003; Watanabe et al.,
2013), the DAN (containing 8 ROIs; Fox
et al., 2006; Brier et al., 2012; Zhan et al.,
2016), the CON (containing 5 ROIs; See-
ley et al., 2007; Brier et al., 2012; Zhan et
al., 2016), the SAL (containing 7 ROIs;
Zhou et al., 2010; Zielinski et al., 2010;
Brier et al., 2012; Zhan et al., 2016), and
the SMN (containing 7 ROIs; Fox et al.,
2009; Brier et al., 2012; Zhan et al., 2016),
in the rs-fMRI data of 100 human subjects
collected in HCP (see Materials and
Methods for details). Below, we first pres-
ent the results in details for the FPN and
the DMN and then show more compre-
hensive results for all six typical functional
networks and other networks with various
parameters.
Effects of HOIs in the FPN and DMN
As shown in Figure 2A, the BOLD signals
recorded from all ROIs within individual
networks were first converted to binary
activity patterns using a thresholding op-
eration, with 1 indicating superthreshold
episodes (active) and 	1 indicating sub-
threshold episodes (quiescent). Next, we
measured the probabilities of all possible
patterns of the networks, which provide
important information about the system’s
behavior. For example, for FPN (with 11
nodes), we measured the probabilities for
all 2 11 different activity patterns. We then
tried to predict/explain all these probabil-
ities using various parametric models,
which take into account different orders
of statistics measured from the empirical
data. These models included: (1) the inde-
pendent model, which introduces the
same first-order statistics (how active a node is) as empirically
observed but assumes that all nodes behave independently (Sch-
neidman et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2011); (2) the pairwise maximal
entropy model or Ising model, which introduces the same first-
and second-order (pairwise correlations) statistics as empirically
observed but assumes all HOIs are zero (Schneidman et al., 2006;
Tang et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2011); and (3) the DG model. In
addition to the observed first- and second-order statistics, the DG
model also takes into account a specific structure of HOIs due to
the thresholding operation used in extracting the binary activity
patterns (Amari et al., 2003; Macke et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2011).
To determine how well those models can predict/explain the
probabilities of all patterns, we used the JS divergence (DJS; see
Materials and Methods for details). Comparing different models’
performances gave us a quantitative measure of the relative im-
portance of interactions of different orders in determining the
networks’ behavior.
In fMRI signal analysis, GSR is a widely adopted preprocessing
step (Fox et al., 2009; Murphy et al., 2009; Van Dijk et al., 2012).
However, the GS contains important information about neuro-
nal dynamics and can be used as a biomarker in monitoring brain
diseases (Scho¨lvinck et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2014). Importantly,
it may also introduce strong HOIs to the system and drastically
change the overall interactions structure (Macke et al., 2011; Yu
et al., 2011). Therefore, in our HOI analysis, we examined the
GSR and noGSR conditions separately.
In Figure 2, B and C, we show results for the FPN and the
DMN, respectively, under the GSR condition. Clearly, if the
probabilities were predicted using the first-order statistics only
(the independent model, indicated by black dots in Fig. 2B,C),
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Figure 2. Performance in approximating fMRI data with different interaction models. A, Resting-state BOLD signals were
extracted from ROIs in typical networks (e.g., the FPN and the DMN) and converted to binary patterns through a thresholding
operation.B, C, Performance of differentmodels, including the independentmodel (“Ind”), the Isingmodel, and the DGmodel, in
approximating network activities of the FPN (B) and the DMN (C) under the GSR condition. Observed pattern probabilities are
plotted against model predictions. Each data point represents one pattern. Solid line indicates the equality. For visual clarity,
patternswith probabilities0.001 are not shown.D, E, Same analyses as shown inB and C but under the noGSR condition for the
FPN (D) and the DMN (E). In B–E, the BOLD signals used were based on 10-mm-radius ROIs and the threshold used here was the
mean plus 1 SD. The prediction accuracy was quantified by the JS divergence (DJS
model), which is specified for different models in
the figure.
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then the prediction had enormous errors. If the second-order
statistics were included into the prediction (the Ising model,
indicated by blue asterisks in Fig. 2B,C), then the accuracy
was greatly improved. Measured by the RAI, defined as
DJSmodel1  DJSmodel2  /DJSmodel1; see Materials and Methods for details;
Watanabe et al., 2013), the prediction was improved by 96.35%
and 93.1% for the FPN and the DMN, respectively, compared
with the independent model. Moreover, if the threshold-induced
HOIs were taken into account (the DG model, indicated by red
diamonds in Fig. 2B,C), RAI could be further improved (30.9%
and 32.4%) compared with the Ising model.
In Figure 2,D and E, we show the results for the same analyses
but under the condition of noGSR. We found that the improve-
ments in RAI achieved by the Ising model (over the independent
model) were quite similar to the GSR condition (94.9% and
91.5% for the FPN and the DMN, respectively). However, in
contrast to the GSR condition, now for the patterns that were
mostly likely to occur, the Ising model gave much worse results,
as indicted by large deviation of those data points from the equal-
ity line, suggesting an increased amount of HOI under such con-
dition. Importantly, the DG model’s prediction in the noGSR
condition was as accurate as that in the
GSR condition, resulting in the RAI in-
creasing by 60% (67.6% and 64.9% for
the FPN and the DMN, respectively) com-
pared with the Ising model. These results
indicated that the apparent HOIs in the
noGSR condition can be satisfactorily ex-
plained by considering the thresholding
operation with the DG model.
The examples analyzed above suggest
that, although the Ising model gives good
prediction for the GSR condition, a spe-
cific structure of HOIs due to threshold-
ing are needed to explain the systems’
behavior for the noGSR condition and the
RAI as a measure to judge whether a
model can give accurate prediction to the
empirical data has important limitations.
Therefore, we next performed more com-
prehensive analyses using three different
measures and under various thresholding
levels to further examine the importance
of pairwise and HOIs for these two
networks.
First, consistent with the above results,
we found that the JS divergence, which is
another way to measure the prediction ac-
curacy, of the Ising model’s prediction
differed significantly under the GSR and
noGSR conditions, whereas that of the
DG model’s prediction kept almost iden-
tical between the two conditions (Fig.
3A,B), suggesting that the GS does not
introduce true HOIs. Second, to examine
directly the information encoded by
HOIs, we defined the higher-order infor-
mation beyond a model as the entropy
difference between the system and that
model (see Materials and Methods for de-
tails). In Figure 3, C and D, we show that
the higher-order information beyond the
Ising model was much larger under
noGSR condition. However, the higher-order information be-
yond the DG model was very similar between these two condi-
tions, confirming that there was actually no information encoded
by HOIs in the noGSR condition. Finally, we determined the
strength of 3OIs directly in the systems and compared that with
those predicted by the DG model. We found that, although much
stronger 3OIs were observed empirically under the noGSR con-
dition, this increase could be explained accurately by the DG
model (Fig. 3E,F). Again, these results suggest that, in the noGSR
condition, observed HOIs can largely be explained by the thresh-
olding operation.
Comprehensive analyses of HOIs for large-scale
functional networks
In addition, results similar to Figure 3 were obtained for other
four networks, including the DAN, CON, SAL, and SMN. In
Figure 4, we first show the diversity of the PCC of BOLD signals
across all six networks with and without the GSR (Fig. 4A,B). To
determine whether such a correlation structure can be well cap-
tured by studying the thresholded signals, we compared the
correlation coefficients between all pairs of continuous BOLD
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signals with their counterparts calculated
based on dichotomized signals. These two
measurements strongly correlated with
each other (r  0.93, p  0.01 for both
GSR and noGSR data). In addition, the
negative correlations in the continuous
signals were mostly preserved after the bi-
narization (Fig. 4C,D). These results sug-
gest that the dichotomized signals indeed
reflect the correlation structure of the
original data. Next, we summarized the
overall results concerning HOIs in all six
networks using the two-fold cross-
validation method. Specifically, the orig-
inal dataset was separated into two equally
sized sets. The Ising and the DG model
fitted to the first set were used to predict
the probabilities for the second set. In ad-
dition, we also used the observed pattern
probabilities of the first set to predict
directly that of the second one (Exp
method). We found that, in both the GSR
(Fig. 4E) and noGSR (Fig. 4F) conditions,
the prediction of the DG model, measured
by the JS divergence, was better than that
of the Exp method for all six networks
(p 0.05, permutation test, see Materials
and Methods for details). This is possible
because, with the limited sampling (the
first half of data), the DG model needs to
estimate a much smaller number of pa-
rameters (only the first- and second-order
statistics for a network with N nodes;
N2 parameters) compared with the na-
ive model (Exp, 2 N parameters). Be-
cause one half of the dataset equals23 h
recording, our results indicate that the DG
model, withN2 parameters, could char-
acterize brain networks’ behavior very ac-
curately. Our results from all six networks
suggest that the lack of HOIs may be a
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fundamental feature for all major functional networks of the rest-
ing brain.
Because there were significant PCCs between the regions be-
longing to different networks (Fig. 4A,B), we also analyzed the
effect of HOIs among regions belonging to different networks
with the same method. Specifically, we studied the HOIs in five
networks of 10 nodes, which were chosen randomly from all
50 ROIs (without replacement). We found that, in both the
GSR and noGSR conditions, the prediction of the DG model
was better than that of the Exp method (Fig. 4G,H; p  0.05,
permutation test), confirming that HOIs are also weak for
interactions among different networks. Similarly, significantly
better performance of the DG model can be demonstrated for
100 random 10-node networks, with nodes chosen randomly
from all 50 ROIs (with replacement; Fig. 5A; p 0.05, Kruskal–
Wallis and Mann–Whitney U tests, see Materials and Methods
for details). Furthermore, we found that the DG model could
predict activities correctly for the entire network consisting of all
50 ROIs from these six networks (Fig. 4 I, J), suggesting that weak
HOIs hold true even for a global network of the resting brain.
Because the current study was aimed
primarily at examining the functional net-
works at the macroscopic level, in the
results mentioned above, we focused on
relatively large spatial scale (10-mm-
radius ROIs) and a specific temporal scale
(TR  720 ms as the time bin width).
First, to determine whether, in a finer
scale of ROIs, the HOIs would be more
pronounced, we performed the same
analyses for both the PFN and DMN with
2- and 5-mm-radius ROIs. The results ob-
tained at these two finer scales are very
similar to the results shown in Figure 4, C
and D, demonstrating the significantly
better performance of the DG model
compared with the Exp method (p 
0.05, permutation test; results of the
FPN are shown in Fig. 5B). Second, for
different temporal scales, similar con-
clusions could be drawn for data ob-
tained with dramatically different time
bin widths (p  0.05, permutation test;
results of the FPN are shown in Fig.
5C,D). These results indicate that the
lack of strong HOIs is not dependent on
specific spatial or temporal scale at
which the BOLD signals were analyzed
during the resting state.
Because the motion artifacts had been
demonstrated to be important in analyzing
brain networks’ activities based on fMRI
signals (Power et al., 2012; Van Dijk et al.,
2012; Power et al., 2014), we scrutinized the
data using a more stringent method for mo-
tion artifact rejection suggested in a recent
study (Ciric et al., 2017). The results were
highly consistent with the previous ones.
We found that the performance of the DG
model was significantly better than the Exp
method in all 6 functional networks under
both the GSR and noGSR conditions (Fig.
5E, p  0.05, permutation test), indicating
that our conclusions were not affected by motion artifacts in the
original BOLD signals.
Effects of HOIs on subnetworks
It remains to be tested whether HOIs are strong at specific sub-
networks; for example, among three nodes, within these typical
functional networks. To address this issue, using the FPN and the
DMN as examples, we examined all three-node subnetworks
within each of them and compared the strengths of observed 3OIs
with that predicted by the DG model. Because the networks ex-
tracted in the noGSR condition exhibit stronger HOIs, here, we
focus the analysis on this condition. We found that65% of 3OIs
in the real data were not significantly different from the DG mo-
del’s prediction, judged as its value within 95% confidence inter-
val of 1000 length-matched samples generated by the DG model
(see Materials and Methods for details). For the remaining35%
of 3OIs that could not be fully explained by the DG model (re-
ferred to as significant 3OIs hereafter), we found that they had
very limited influence on corresponding three-node subnet-
works’ activities. To demonstrate this, in Fig. 6, A and B, we plot
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the observed versus predicted (by the DG model) pattern proba-
bilities for all triplets chosen within the FPN and the DMN. For
the subnetworks composed of the triplets with significant 3OIs,
we examined how these 3OIs were important in shaping subnet-
work’s activities, by using the same two-fold cross-validation
analysis. We did not find larger prediction error for subnetworks
containing significant 3OIs. Furthermore, the DG model was still
significantly superior compared with the Exp method for this
group of subnetworks (Fig. 6A,B, insets; p 0.05, Kruskal–Wal-
lis and Mann–WhitneyU tests), resembling the situation for sub-
networks without significant 3OIs. These results demonstrated
that, even for the subnetworks with significant HOIs, the DG
model’s prediction is accurate enough so that the error is smaller
than statistical fluctuations in tens of hours of recording (re-
flected by the Exp method). Therefore, similar to the whole net-
work, the HOIs that cannot be explained by the DG model play a
very minor role, if any, in shaping activities at the subnetwork
level. Very similar results were obtained when we investigated the
3OIs for subnetworks consisted of nodes belonging to different
networks (Fig. 6C,D). Taken together, we did not find significant
HOIs that are important in shaping activities of subnetworks at
both the intranetwork and internetwork levels.
Effects of spatial vicinity on HOIs
At the mesoscopic scale, that is, the networks composed of indi-
vidual neurons, it has been reported that, the closer the neurons
are to each other in space, the stronger the HOIs that will be
found among them (Ohiorhenuan et al., 2010). To determine
how spatial proximity can affect the HOIs among macroscopic
functional networks, we analyzed the HOIs among networks at
finer scale and in which individual nodes were much closer to
each other. Specifically, we used 2 mm as the radius to define
ROIs and chose 9 nodes within a single coarse-grained DMN or
PFN node (10-mm-radius ROI). In total, 23 of such finer-scale
networks were studied (see Materials and Methods for details).
The results were highly consistent with what we found for spa-
tially separated networks because the DG model performed sig-
nificantly better than the Ising model across all threshold levels
examined (Fig. 7A,B; p 0.05, Kruskal–Wallis and Mann–Whit-
ney U tests). Although there were apparently sizable HOIs exhib-
ited in both the GSR and noGSR conditions, they could be
satisfactorily explained by the DG model (Fig. 7C). To further
determine whether the DG model’s approximation of the net-
work activities was accurate enough, we applied the same two-
fold cross-validation test to these 23 finer scale networks. The
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Figure 6. Effects of HOIs on subnetworks under the noGSR condition.A,B, Observed 3OIs of 3-node subnetworks of the FPN (A) and the DMN (B) are plotted against the 3OIs of corresponding DG
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results confirmed that the DG model was better than the Exp
method in both the GSR and noGSR conditions (Fig. 7D, p 
0.05, Kruskal–Wallis and Mann–WhitneyU tests). Therefore, the
weak HOIs seem to be a general feature for functional brain net-
works extracted by BOLD signals at rest regardless of the spatial
relationship among the constituent network nodes.
Behavior of HOIs in dynamic network models
Overview of the model
To better understand our empirical results, including the largely
absent HOIs and the difference between the GSR and noGSR
condition, we built a network model that covered the condition
similar to the empirical data (see Materials and Methods for
details) but extended to a much wider range of conditions to
examine the behavior of HOIs thoroughly. In the model with
predefined network structure (e.g., the structure of the FPN
based on Gong et al., 2009 and Watanabe et al., 2013 as shown in
Fig. 8A, top), the synaptic dynamics were generated by a mean-
field neural network model (Wong and Wang, 2006; Deco et al.,
2013) and then the Balloon–Windkessel hemodynamic model
was used to convert the fast synaptic dynamics (Fig. 8A, middle)
to slower BOLD signals (Fig. 8A, bottom) (Friston et al., 2003;
Deco et al., 2013; see Materials and Methods for details).
Effects of global coupling and common inputs on HOIs
In this system, the connection strength between different regions
(termed global coupling, assumed to be homogeneous) plays an
important role in shaping the whole network’s behavior. In Fig-
ure 8, B and C, we show the results of the HOIs detected in the
model as a function of global coupling, with the same topology of
interarea connections as shown in Figure 8A. We found that the
mean strengths of 3OIs in simulated synaptic activities and
BOLD signals were weak. Similar to the empirical results, such an
absence of HOIs could be correctly approximated by the DG
model. Importantly, the mean strength of 3OIs was not affected
by the increase of global coupling (Fig. 8B,C) from 0 to 0.1, which
was chosen to make the average pairwise correlation in the sim-
ulated signals cover the range of that in the empirical data (see
Materials and Methods for details). It is noteworthy that, based
on the comparison between the results of simulated synaptic ac-
tivities and BOLD signals, we can also conclude that the absence
of HOIs is not due to the lower temporal resolution of the BOLD
signal. Instead, it is a property rooted in how neuronal popula-
tions among different brain areas interact with each other.
Based on the empirical data, we demonstrated that, under the
noGSR condition, apparent HOIs are much stronger. The nature
and origin of the GS in the brain are not completely understood
yet, but the common inputs mediated through diffuse ascending
projections from subcortical structures, including the locus ce-
ruleus (Sara, 2009), have been suggested as possible sources.
Therefore, to understand how global signal gives rise to appar-
ently stronger HOIs, we introduced global signal in the model by
injecting common inputs to the entire network. Specifically, we
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systemically changed the ratio of common input to all external
inputs, mimicking the effects of global signal in the system. We
found that, in both synaptic activities and BOLD signals, strong
common inputs led to strong 3OIs (Fig. 8D,E). These results
explain both weak HOIs in data with GSR and apparently strong
HOIs in data without GSR. Moreover, consistent with our em-
pirical results, the HOIs induced by common inputs could be well
explained by the DG model. The mean strengths of 3OIs in em-
pirical data can be largely predicted by the DG model for both
synaptic activities and BOLD signals, indicating that they were
not true HOIs intrinsic to the system. To further mimic the situ-
ation of GSR in the empirical data, we also preprocessed the
simulated data with GSR similar to that was done in the empirical
data. We found that at various levels of common inputs, both
simulated synaptic activities and BOLD signals showed no signif-
icant HOIs that cannot be explained by the DG model, resem-
bling the empirical results with the GSR condition (Fig. 8F,G).
Similar dynamic features between the empirical and simulated
BOLD signals
To determine whether the parameter space explored above cov-
ered the network states having similar dynamic features with the
real BOLD signals, we compared the strength of pairwise corre-
lations between the empirical and simulated data. We found that,
with the proper choice of global coupling and common input
ratio, the model exhibited distribution of correlation strength
highly similar to the empirical data (Fig. 9). Specifically, when the
global coupling was chosen to be 0.1 (without common inputs),
the distribution of PCC (Fig. 9A) and mean magnitude squared
coherence (MSC, averaged across the frequency range of 0.01–
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0.1 Hz; Sun et al., 2004; Fig. 9C) observed in the simulation was
similar to that of the empirical data with GSR. When the common
input ratio was chosen to be 0.3, the distribution of PCC (Fig. 9B)
and mean MSC (Fig. 9D) observed in the model was similar to
that of the empirical data without GSR. These results suggested
that the model indeed captured essential features of brain dy-
namics and therefore can be used to study the mechanisms un-
derlying the lack of strong HOIs observed in the empirical data.
Robustness of weak HOIs in various
conditions
The lack of strong HOIs in the model was highly robust in both
the GSR and noGSR conditions within a wide range of other key
parameters such as ratio of inhibitory connections of the network
(Fig. 10A), transmission delays among different regions (Fig.
10B), and time scale used for analysis (Fig. 10C). Specifically, we
investigated how HOIs can be affected by the typological feature
(e.g., the clustering coefficient) of the underlying network. We
found that changing the clustering coefficient from 0.2 to 0.6 in
the simulated networks (see Materials and Methods for details)
did not introduce significant HOIs that cannot be explained by the
DG model (Fig. 10D). Consistently, the DG model significantly
outperformed the Exp method in the two-fold cross-validation re-
gardless of the networks’ clustering coef-
ficient (p 0.05, Mann–Whitney U tests;
Fig. 10D, inset).
In summary, our simulation results
demonstrated that, given a similar level of
overall pairwise interaction strength as the
empirical data, the network model exhib-
ited very weak true HOIs in a wide range
of parameter settings. Combined with the
results regarding the apparent HOIs in the
model due to strong common input, they
captured well the characteristic of weak
HOIs under the GSR condition and spu-
rious HOIs under the noGSR condition in
the empirical data.
Discussion
In the present study, we quantified the
strength of HOIs in BOLD signals re-
corded during the resting state. The
results demonstrated that HOIs are gener-
ally weak in brain networks and thus play
little role in forming functional systems at
the macroscopic scale. Our modeling re-
sults further suggest that the lack of HOIs
may be an intrinsic property of the mac-
roscopic brain dynamics during the rest-
ing state.
Methodological considerations
Is it possible that the lack of HOIs is due to
limitations in our analysis, for example,
the dichotomization of BOLD signals,
movement artifacts in the signal, or the
slow fluctuation of the fMRI signals?
To reduce the dimensionality of the
data for HOI analysis, we dichotomized
continuous BOLD signals. Similar ap-
proaches have been used in analyzing
local field potentials (LFPs), magnetoen-
cephalography, and fMRI signals (Peter-
mann et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2011; Watanabe et al., 2013; Shriki et
al., 2013). It is known that fMRI signals are closely related to LFPs
(Logothetis et al., 2001; Goense and Logothetis 2008; Magri et al.,
2012; Logothetis and Panzeri 2015), whereas previous work has
demonstrated that neuronal interactions can be correctly re-
vealed by studying binarized LFP signals (Petermann et al., 2009;
Yu et al., 2011, 2013). Our results showing the monotonic rela-
tionship between correlations measured based on the continuous
BOLD signals and their binarized counterparts provide more di-
rect evidence that the correlation structure in the original signals
was indeed well preserved after the thresholding. Importantly, we
emphasize that the threholding operation introduced a specific
structure of HOIs, which can be well captured by the DG model.
Therefore, the good performance of the DG model actually indi-
cates the lack of true HOIs in the original, continuous BOLD
signals.
It is known that head movements during fMRI scanning can
induce systematic, yet spurious correlations among different
brain areas (Power et al., 2012; Van Dijk et al., 2012; Power et al.,
2014), thereby artificially increasing the synchrony of the re-
corded signals. In the current study, we found that there was no
intrinsic HOI in either the GSR or noGSR condition. Because
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GSR is an effective way to remove motion artifacts in the fMRI
data (Power et al., 2014), these results provide evidence that our
conclusion are not affected by possible movement artifacts. This
point was further supported by the fact that consistent results
were obtained by using a more stringent method of motion arti-
fact rejection (Ciric et al., 2017).
Last, is it possible that HOIs are difficult to be detected given
the time scale of fluctuations in fMRI signals? For example, the
interactions mediated by slow signals may need a longer temporal
scale to reveal. However, we increased the width of time bin used
for analyzing both the empirical and simulated BOLD signals in a
wide range, but the results of weak HOIs were obtained consis-
tently. Another possibility is that the HOIs existing in the faster
temporal scales (e.g., neuronal interactions) were obscured in the
slow fluctuations of the BOLD signals. This is also unlikely be-
cause we have analyzed the simulated synaptic activities, which
have faster temporal fluctuation yet exhibit the same weak HOIs
as the corresponding BLOD signals. Together, these results strongly
suggest that the conclusion of weak HOIs may not depend on spe-
cific time scale of the analyzed BOLD signals.
Pairwise interactions determine activities of macroscopic
brain networks
For microscopic brain networks, that is, the network of individ-
ual neurons, it is known that, although HOIs are in general weak
(Schneidman et al., 2006; Tang et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2008), in
certain conditions such as being driven by specific types of inputs
(Ganmor et al., 2011; Macke et al., 2011) or with constituent
neurons in close proximity (Ohiorhenuan et al., 2010), HOIs can
be strong and no longer negligible. Previously, few studies have
examined the HOIs at the macroscopic level. Although many
researches have applied various graph-theory-based analyses on
functional networks extracted using BOLD signals, these results
do not provide information regarding how different brain areas
can interact at higher orders because the widely used FC analysis
is fundamentally based on measuring pairwise interactions. There-
fore, examining the structure of HOIs will provide information
about the functional organization of the brain complementary to the
existing knowledge obtained by FC analyses.
Recently, Watanabe et al. (2013) reported that, compared
with the independent model, the pairwise maximal entropy
model (the Ising model) could significantly improve the accuracy
in approximating activities of two functional networks under the
special condition of GSR, although we demonstrated here that
the Ising model falls short in predicting pattern probabilities for
the condition without GSR. Using the DG model, we demon-
strated that the lack of HOIs is a feature generally true for mac-
roscopic brain networks with different sizes, topologies, degrees
of spatial proximity, and spatial scales. These results provide a
sound basis for the conventional, pairwise-based FC analysis, ex-
plaining why the FC analysis can indeed extract the functional
organizations of the brain (Honey et al., 2007; Honey et al., 2009).
In addition, we note that the lack of HOI does not conflict with
the complex interaction structure, reflected by clusters/modules
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consisting of multiple brain regions, that was reported recently
(Bassett et al., 2011; Stolz 2014; Davison et al., 2015). Such clus-
ters could be formed by HOIs or aggregated pairwise interac-
tions. Our results strongly imply that the latter probably is the
case. From this perspective, the current results reveal the level of
complexity at which the brain networks are organized, suggesting
that it may be unnecessary to go beyond the pairwise level to
study the macroscopic interactions in the resting brain.
Moreover, we took special attention to compare the condi-
tions with and without the GSR. Although it was reported that the
GSR can improve the effectiveness in detecting functional correla-
tions, thereby providing better correspondence between observed
FC and anatomy (Fox et al., 2009), other studies have suggested that
the GS itself may have physiological importance (Scho¨lvinck et al.,
2010) and removing it will cause unnecessary distortions to the sig-
nals (Saad et al., 2012) or impede the detection of disease-related
changes (Yang et al., 2014). Here, we did not aim to address the
nature of the GS nor the validity in removing it. Instead, we demon-
strated that, with or without the GS, the BOLD signals at rest do not
contain true HOIs. Therefore, conventional FC analysis can be ap-
propriately applied in both conditions.
It is worth noting that the current results demonstrated the
validity of FC analysis at the pairwise level, but we do not address
the question of which pairwise measures should be used. Al-
though the simple PCC has been widely used, it has been sug-
gested that more sophisticated pairwise measures such as partial
correlation (Salvador et al., 2005; Salvador et al., 2008), magni-
tude squared coherence (Sun et al., 2004), mutual information
(Salvador et al., 2008; Salvador et al., 2010), and exchange inter-
actions (Watanabe et al., 2013) could provide more accurate re-
sults by taking into account the nonlinear correlations or the
aggregated effects of pairwise correlations of the entire network.
Dynamic mechanism underlying the weak HOIs
It has been demonstrated that dynamic models are instrumental
in revealing the relationship between the anatomical connectivity
and dynamics of brain networks (Zhou et al., 2006; Honey et al.,
2007; Honey et al., 2009). Therefore, we examined the HOIs in a
network model constructed to match the structural and dynam-
ical characteristics of the real brain networks. Our simulation
results suggest a possible explanation for the lack of HOIs at the
macroscopic brain, that is, at this scale the dynamics are driven by
background inputs and recurrent interactions that are both weak.
It is a regime close to a vicinity of linear fluctuation, which can be
reasonably approximated by a Gaussian linear process: the DG
model. Consistently, we found that the amplitude distributions
of the empirical BOLD signals are Gaussian like. This was also the
case for our simulated BOLD signals provided that the global
coupling was 0.1 and the common input was 0.3, in which
condition we found no strong HOIs can be generated. Therefore,
the dynamic of macroscopic brain networks that is close to the
linear fluctuation regime likely limits the existence of strong
HOIs. This view is also supported by the finding that a feedfor-
ward neuronal circuit model generally produces very weak HOIs
at the mesoscopic level unless bimodal common inputs are im-
posed to the circuit (Barreiro et al., 2014), indicating deviation
from the vicinity of linear fluctuation.
We note that the current model has made a number of as-
sumptions, including the effectiveness of the mean-field approx-
imation, spatial homogeneity in both the mean-field model and
the Balloon–Windkessel hemodynamic model, as well as specific
setting of many parameters. These approximations and similar
parameter setting were commonly used in previous studies (Fris-
ton et al., 2003; Wong and Wang, 2006; Deco et al., 2013) and we
have verified the effectiveness of our model by showing the sim-
ilarity of dynamical features between the model and the empirical
data. Nevertheless, it awaits future studies to investigate to what
degree these assumptions and specific parameters may affect the
behavior of HOIs in a network.
Finally, we emphasize that the lack of strong HOIs demon-
strated here is only applicable to the resting state so far. During
execution of tasks, input to the systems may be changed signifi-
cantly (Ganmor et al., 2011). In addition, interactions may un-
dergo specific fine tuning to perform coordinated information
processing. More importantly, functional benefits of HOIs such
as XOR operation (Schneidman et al., 2006) may play an essential
role in such conditions. These issues need to be further explored
by studying HOIs under task conditions and, if they are present,
determining how they can emerge during the transition from the
resting state to the task execution state.
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